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r. 

SUMMARY 

The renormalization theory for the Schroedinger equation v:i th 

marginally singular potentials is outlined. The singular potentials 

are sho\7n to be classified naturally into renormalizable and nonre-

nor:::mlizable ones by the structure of the perturbative series (with 

a small-distance cut-off) analogous to that of field theories. 

Approximate methods i'or solving the Schroed~nger equation v:ith 

the singular potential g 0 V(r) are discussed. These enable one to 

find the wave function as a series of powers of g: (lng 0 )n 1,;he're 

n is an integer and V is in general non-integer (a modified 

perturbation th~ory). The most pov.'erful method for constructing such 

a series is the "asymptotic" perturbation theory ~n which the first 

approxim.at.;.on for the wave function has the exact asymptotic behaviour 

for r = 0. By developing more simple method which may be used in 

:t'ield theory problems as well, we sugt;est the new method for recon-

struction of modified ~erturbatlon theory employing only iinite nwn.-

ber of per~urbation theory terms. 



I. Introduction 

•• fter the general recipes 101. eliminating divere;ences from th1e 

perturbation expansion in renoi.ualizable field theories (R-tneories) 

have been formulated, tne mal.Il point in quantum field theory inves

tigations became the problem of finding the way out of the framenork 

of perturbation theorl11. On the one hand, this was neces:::ary for 

applications to strong interaction physics , on the other, the stan

dard renormalization procedure failes to eliminate diversences in the 

theory of weak interaction and in many other ... ~eld theories, ·::hich 

are of the physical interest but nonrenor!'lalizable (a-theoi.·ies). ln 

this con,lection, .nany t.l.mes a conjecture \.as ex:rn·essed that the very 

ner. ideas aJ.e J.ec,uired to desci·ibe if-theories or
1
altc.t·natively, they 

do not exist at all in Hature. It is quite possible 1 hov1ever, that 

for some ri-theories one can learn to calculate the hic;her-oruer co1Tec 

tions, if one either abandons perturbation thco1.·y or 1'inds certain 

modification of it. To t;his end it is use1'ul to study first so:ae pr.i-

J 



'· Jlitive exactly solvable r'1odel, in \'lhich it is possiole to understand 

t;J:.e nature of the dii'ference oet\'leen i~ a.'1d i'-theo~·ies a.1d to co:npare 

the exact solutions with perturbative ones. The startine; point of our 

>.or·k is che for:nulation of this model. rl.fter the c:;eneral discussion 

of the model we will present the method ior constructing a modified 

perturbation expansion. Tie hope that this one can be used for calcu-

lating hic;her-order appr·oxlmations in the theory of \'leak interactions 

as v:ell as in other N-theories • 

.Det us consider nonrelativistic Schroedinger equation 

cl~IL + [K~- e(t+i)- So V('l.)Ju('Z) = 0 
d.'t~ 12. J 

(1.1) 

where a potential at sufilclently small 7... is finite, nonvanishlllg 

and monotinic. The potential So V('t) is called regular if 

~>h. 't IVC1.JI< oo. u Co,h 'l.jV(·z.>l=oo, the potential is singular by 

definition. Let 

'I.J ( t+i {).~)(1.) = dt(K't) E (t<'l.) .2. [+-'~ l<'t) ,_":;.0 "(. I 

U,~u('t)=ttt(I<.'L) ~(K't)'"-N. V. (K't) ,_ "L -£ 
... + ~ "l-f'O 

It two linearly-independent solutions of Sq. (1.1) for 

(1. 2a) 

(1. 2b) 

gg:O. Then the 

model can be obtained by replacing ;;;q. (1.1) and the ooundary condi-

tion tt('l) ~ 0 by the rntegral equation 

"t-+o "l. Vi u.:1('l.) u~'crJ - tL~1(pJu~>('t) 
l.L{'t)=tU~)('L)-So ~dp Lf) W[ (o) (2] U(J>). (1d) 

0 
Uo,U0 

ilere Z is the normalization t·actor, and 

W ( u'·'· u.'l'] = u.m u.'1>' - u.">' tl<z) = 2K /Tf. o 1 o • o o e 

For ~=0 this e4Uution has the form 
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'L 

\H1.) = tlfti + .2.::1 ~df V(P)[ 1-t+if-t- ft+l '"t-e.J U.(~) (1.4) 

0 

(a model o1' such a kind has ueen i'irst su;;t;ested in ],ef.f 2/ on the 

basis of studying the Logunov-'favkhelidze quasi potential equation/3/). 

Integrating~. (1.j) or (1.4), one may derive the solution U('l.) in 

the !'orm of a series of po•·:ers of the coupling constant ~0 • In the 

case of the ree;ular potential V('l.) each term or· the expansion is 

expressed in terms of convergent integrals, futhermore the solution 

proves to be an analytic function of 9o in some vicinity of the po

int g;;:O. The perturbation expansion converges uniformly at sufficient

ly small values of g 0 and ~4/. The asymptotic form of U('l) .for 
'::t {1) 

r- 0 coincides with that of the zeroth approximation /- U0 {"l). In 

the case of Sifib'Ular pote::1tials one easily f'inds (e. g. from ~q. (1. 4)) 

that even the first iteration p:;,oduces the divergent expresr:ions. 

One can try to remove these di.vergences by r·enorJJlaliza<;i_ons (as in 

field theory). \'.'ith th.Ls aim, v:e replace the singular potential 

~r) by the regularized one V(r) = 6(r-£) V(r-) and try to eliminate 
E. 

all divergences !rom perturbation "xpansion by a suitable choice of 

the renormalization constant :6. In the next section we \7ill describe 

the potentials for which it ~s possible. 

~. Henormal.tzao~e and Nonrenormalizable Singular Potentials 

/51 As was shown by one of us (A.T.F. ), all the singular poter;.-

tials are classified into two groups. Those singular potentials for 

\';hich all divergences can be eliminated by renormalizations are cal-

led "renormalizable", otherwise "nonrenormalizaole". For renor;;1ali-

zai.Jle potentials, the perturbation expansion of U.~ ('l.) can be repre

sented in the form 
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' 

ut:C'l.) = t.c. { f 9~ ur,. C£>} { ~o ~: tr~ ('L)} ~ (2.1) 
"':O 

,·:here the functions tr"l('L) tend to the finite limits tr11 ('t) as [ ~o 

and 1Af" m (f.) do not depend on r and beco:ne infinite as f.~ 0 • 

Ghoosing the renor<-!IB.lization constant l£ as ( 13 does not depend 

on E ) : 
00 

m J-i { 2..( ~) l lt=Z{.L 9o ur,..(e) =l 1-SoWJ. -<ao w;_-w-.. + ... ~_,(2 • 2 ) 
m=o 

we get the finite solution as a series of pov:ers of 3o : 
"" 

tt('l.) = Z L. ~: Vn('l) (2.3) 

(on passing to the limit E ~o ). As it turned out it is possible to 

obtain the solutions in the form (2.3) only for the potentials satis-
' :fying the renormalization criterion. This is as follov:s. The poten-

tial V(r) ls renormalizable if and only if 7.2 1 V(oz)l < C "t - 6 as 

r ~ 0, v;here ~ is an arbitrarily small number*. The exact solution 

Ut(r) of :;.;q. (1.3) with the potential ~(r) in any case can be 

represented in the form 

U.t('t) = lt[w-;cou~(r) + W"z.(E)Uz(rJ], ( 2 • 4 ) 

where Ut('l) and U2.('t) are linearly independent solutions of Eq.(1.1: . ( 

and ur1 ' w-2. can be expressed in terms of u.J..) u .2. ) u..f and 
I 

~z • For the repulsive potential che solutions u, and UL can be 

chosen in such a way that IL4 ('t) 't- 0 
--f'O Uz('l) 'l~ oO 

wt (£) ~ 00 urz (l) ;:--- 0 . 
E~o ~~o 

Then in the lim.i t e. -.o v;e get 

u,('t) --rz( W.C£>1 u .. ('t). setting l.t: = l I w; Cf..) ;J v.1e find that 

is the solution of Eq. (1.1) 

obeying the boundary condition U 1("l.)-- 0 . This assertion is true -z.-.o 
for any repulsive slngula!P poteatial (for attractive one 1CJ1(E:)/t«1;.(£) 

• The renormal~zat~on procedure'produces the unique solution 
(2.3) not only for the repulsive renormalizable potentials but for 
attractive ones, as well. 
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does not ap:;Jroach any limit as t- 0 ). For the renormalizable po

tentials all functions u., , U:t. , w; , UJ:; can be expanded in a 

series of po•:·ers of g., , each term of the expansion of U'i. (£.) ap

proaching zero as E-+ 0 • The latter rw.kes it possi.ble to re!!love all 

divergences from the perturbative ex.;:Jansion. In the case of nonrenorm€ 

lizaole potentials the ±"unctions ZL , u.r prove to be nonexpansi b-

le in a series of powers of So , since the expansion of these func

" D~- n.. tions 1'or small 1f• contains, for example, the terms like 3 .. t.n.g., 
· Inthe paper/61 one may find some exact solutions of Eq. (1.1)(\':ith 

K = 0) for singular potentials 

v = 1.-l.(f.n. ~ri_, 't-2(a.Cn~ +f>t,.z ~) J a't-'f + iJz.-.3_, ... , 

the studying of which enables one to ~~derstand better the connection 

between perturbation theory and the exact solutions and learn the 

character of a singularity in 8• at g.,= 0. For R-potentials ~he 

exact solution has an essential singularity in 9• at g 0 = 0. If the 

potential is nonrenormalizable the solutions of Eq.(1.1) possess the 

branch-point, in 8o and so they canno~ be expanded even in the asymp

totic series of powers of S• • Finally, we write dor.n the exact soluti 

V z. -.Zln ... .l,) 
ons of Eq. (1.1) (v1L th K =0) for N-potentials of the forma. = 3 1:. 

u.C•) ('l) = ( .,-:( K :Vn ( 9/tt 'L ll) .s. ) 

u.f2>('r.) =C.,_ hI 'A/n (9-/n'l"), 

3. The "Asymptotic" Perturbation Theory 

(2 • .?a) 

(2.5b) 

The r;ave function singularity in So at 8o = 0 is closely con

nected with the presense of the essa'ltial slngula:r ity in I:. at 't =0. 

The asymototic form o:f the exact solution U.('t) as "L ~o 
- ~ J 

~ t [ AL + S't9-o V(SJ)Jh} / 
'lo 

2 TT 1-'11( { 
U('t) - ( fi. [Az + 't 8o v("t)J e.xp 

(j.1) 

- 7 -
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l.' (l 

i· ,., 

· f t f b d f t' Ll
0

1''("l)- C"" £+i. d~f ers from tha o unpertur e wave unc ~on ... 

If the approximation method reproduces coi-rectly the asymptotic be-

haviour of the wave function as 'L-+0 J thenJat the same time, it makef 

it possible to get the expar:tsion of the solution 1'or small So , which 

gives con·ectly singularities of the exact solution at 

idea of the "asymptotic" perturbation theory is es::;eo.tially based on 

this comment. If the potential V(r) is broken up into two parts 

V(-z.) :=. ~(-z.) t- VR(-r) l.n such a nay that V5 ('l)/Vf!.(-z.);!;
0
o0 

then the solutions u..lf> 1 ucz> of Eq. (1.1) 
1 
in v:hich V("t) is replaced 

by \'s(-z.) and the term K2 U('l) is neglected, have the correct 

asymptotic form. These are reasonable (for small L. ) first approxi

rJations to the exact solution, and the latter can be derived by'itera-

ting the equation 

"t u'''(t)UC2>(~) - U1''(pHt'ahJ 
U('L) = u.'''('l) + ~J~ [K.t. -~o ~(~J] W[u<•J u. ('l~ 1 (3.2) 

0 } 

where u..1'1(1) _.,.0 and U '".Jc-l) __,. oo The resulting series conver-
t•o -z.~o 

uniformly for sufficiently small ~ ~ and K 

r·J't '4{1.)[~CP) f% < oo .) 'l.2.V('t.)'[-:;b + oo. 

ges it! 51 

Now
1
1et us demonstrate how the "asymptot~c" perturbation theory 

TT( :1. -z.-i' 
does work, for example, in the case of the pot en t;ial ~o V(. z) = g · 

::>elutions of !'4· (1.1) 1'or the S-wave have the f'orm of (2.5) with 

'X= f/2. and n = .i . Then, ~ terating F,q. (j. 2) we get 

lf(K,1) =C {i- ~ + 2~: + K~[!82.fn.3- i 8z{k7. + 

_._o.%(1."+l...fn2-2..) J-..Lo't. _J_'l..{-t- ]+ J 
~ <J 3 O 3 fl.. I 2 O 6 ... "' ' (,?. 3) 

For K2. = 0 this expansion coincides v1ith the exact one, given by 

...;q. (27aJ. (Here and in what folloYis 'f= u.ju.1~). 

To conclude th~s Section we briefly discuss the approximate 
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methods commonly used for the partial summation of the perturba~ive 

expansion in quantum field theory. In R-theoreies the method is 

often used of summing the leading logarithmic terms171. In the mo

del under consideration it is not difficult to sum up all highest di

vergencies for any R-potential. To this end, it suf:dces to neglect 

the last term in the right member of l!:q. (1.3) with the potential v£. 
(This term does not t;;l.Ve contribution to the highest diver·gences in 

each order of perturbation theory). The solutuion of this "shorte-

ned" equation is 
('to i. T. (f) (2) ) J 

U.~('t) = lru~'C-z)exp{ -!; lt.dp v(f) Uo(Sl)uo (y 1. (3.4) 

This solutuion is an entire function of So and its asymptotic form 

differs decidedly from Eq. (3.1). Further, the approximation (j.4) 

can be tested in applying to N-potentials. In N-theories such an ap

pro.ximation was used b.t the authors of HefJB!, and is known as the 

"peratization" method. However, in this case as well, "Sq.(3.4) has 

no relation to the exact solution. 

4. Differential Interpolation Method 

The idea of the differential interpolation method (Dll,!) is based 

on the existence of the representation (2.4) for the exact solution 

t.l.f ('t). We will show first that ~(~) . ~~ W'2 {[) satisfy a 

simple differential equation with respect to the variable c. 
This equation is tightly connected with the Schroeding~r egu~tion 

(1.~. To formulate the method in the form which is assumed to be 

applicable t.o more complicated problems of field theory, only a fini

te number of the terms of the perturbative expansion for U.E. ('t) 

are supposed to be known. Then we guess the dif1erential interpola

ting equation (the cut-off parameter f =]-~ being the independent 
> > 

variable) which is satisfied by the kno~n terms of the perturbative 

- 9 -
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expansion. '.;omparing t;erm by t;erm the expanslon of the general so-

lution ot the equation Y:ith the known perturbative e;:pansion ,•;e ob

tain an expression for arbitrary coefficients (depending on 'l. 

.1.ncluded in the general solution of interpolating equ<Jtion. In the 

expression derived in such a way we perform i:;he ren:ormalization and 

li ui ting process t - 0 • The lim.1. t renormalized expression inclu-

aes terms nonanalytic in 8 and provides us with the finite num-

oer or the modifiea pe~bation theory terms. 

By comparing the above results to the expansion~ of exact so

lutions we will demonstrate the efficiency of the method. However, 

we have not yet found the general proof of conYergenoe of the DIM 

approximations to the exact solution•. 

Now let us precisely formulate DIM in the case k=O**. To this 

end we .first qerive the exact differential equation with respect to 

t for U£(~). For this purpose we cut integral of Eq. (1.4) at 

the lower liLlit. Then, for K = 0 the equation 
't 

8 ~ 
t+J. -e t+J. -flu (PJ 

u.£('l) = rcl.t+l + _..!.., elf V(s»)["t ~ - ~ 't J c (4.1) 
2!+1 

E 

is equivalent to the differe~tial equation (1.1) with the boundary 

(4.2) 
Now,it follow.> that the exact solution Uc('t) can be written in the 

form of (2.4). This is as follows: 

U£(~) :::Cr. { W( (0 U.('t) + 1()2 (E) Uz("t.)} , (4.3) 

*For some simplest cases DD! gives directly the exact solutions. 
• *The case K .f 0 is more complicated and requires a special 

consideration; nevertheless, as will be shown below, a modification 
of Dl'II exists which allows to get an interpolating solution even 
for K t= 0. 

-10-



where . 
t 

W1 (0=Ef+iu,~(t:) -{e+OE U2.CO, 

urz en = f e+ 1 u: (E) - ct +i} £ ~ U1 CO . 
(4.4a) 

(4.4-b) 

lurther, using the Schroedinger equation (1.1)"the solutions of 

which are and U1 ('t) and (4.4), one may easily show that 
1 

Wf(£) and w;_(£) satisfy the equation 

cJ.
1
ur _ [ 2 t+~ V

1
(E)1 ~ == ~o V(E)w(e:). 

J£i E + V(E.) de. (4.5) 

Hence it follows that U£(~) satisfies this equation as well and so 

DIM can be easily proved. Lndeed1 Eq. (4.5) is equivalent to the 

recurrence relations 

between the terms of the perturbative ex9ansion 

u~ ('t) = u.~1 (""t) + u.~>('t.) + u!~)('t) + ... 

(4.6) 

(4.?) 

So, to find the interpolating differential equation it is auf-

ficient to know the recurrence relation ( 4. 6). In our si1nple case 

two first terms of the expansion (4.?) are sufficient for reconstruc• 

ting the exact equation (4.5). In other, more complicated cases 

(see e.g. DIM for l(:f=O ), the recurrence relation has more coinpllcat

ed form,depends on the number of perturbative terms taken into ac

count and defines only the approximate interpolating equation. With 

one constant of di.nension of length available, l;he reccurrence 

relation for all problems of practical importance has the form 
II, 11.-1 " til No 'd" C"l 

) 
.. ) (o) "o"u<•) (n )"-1 \ (1)1\l<'d u ) c<•l »" ~ :::0. 

~]) "'';;, cK D 'OD" +\(JD ~ c" J) '3D"+ ... +~" oD" (4.8) 

As soon as the relation is found, one immediately obtains the lnterpo· 

lating equ~tion for ll by dropping indices of u(i) in '~· (4.8). 

Then u. may be represented as a sum U. == L u1( (D) u.,('t.) 
1 

1·:here 
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Ufc (D) are exact solutions of the interpolating equation and 

can be found by comparison of the sum with perturoative e:;cpansion 

(as explained aoove). Next t·:1o sections illustrate this general 

procedure by simple examples. 

Consider first the application of DIM' to the nonrenor;nalizaole 
-r. r; 2. -t' D 

singular pote11tial ~o v('l)=S'L for K = L =0. In this case the per-

turbation series (4.1) is 

j_ ] \ = (D(o) + (J> (f)+ .. 
+ 2't.1 + ... J ) J • (5.1) 

and Eq. (4.8) reduc~s to the equation 

( D) 2 c'"' (0(o) + c<•J w<tl + c<•l 1\ 'O<r'') + c<•) -f..2. 'dq:<•) + = 0 
~ a 7 " , 1 ...!1 '0]) . 2 .v oD ... · (5.2) 

The terms of Eq. (5.1) satisfy Eq. (5.2) if 

Henc~, the terms of the series (5.1), obey the equation 

D2 ~i.t -82 .D.r. <f = o · C5. 3) 
Two linearly independent solutions of this 'equtition are (3]))'.t 1,

2 
(8~) 

and ~D)'f2 I<vi91>). The relation (4.3) can be written here as follows 

5 " J (5.4') 'f(D,<)-: i:J> l (Sl>)''.t Iv
2
(9D) Ut('t) +(<J:D) !.l. ~v2 (91>) U:t(-r) : 

Now let us exp~d ooth terms in the right member of (5.4) in-powers 

of S · • Then to the 3.2 -order terms we get: 

lfCD,'t) =lnl[~D-t-... J[u.~"> +au~l) +a2u:~>+. .. ] + 
(5.5) 

;- [1- ~]) +j(9D):t+. .. ][u~l + g:tu~ + ... -J} _--

The perturbation expaasion (5.1) satisfies ::!;q. (5.5) under the fol

lowing conditions U~o) = U~o) = j_ 
1 

ll ~~ =-~ I U ~l) = u:J = 1/ .:(_ 'l. <• 
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Inserting these r·elations into (5.4) and taking the limit 1)--i> oO 

we get finally 
8 82. 

~(oo,"C) = l { i- if + 2 'tz. + ... J, (:;,.6) 

ll"i,hll.z '.ihere z = rJ)(~D)''.t r,,z(~D). It follow,, from Eq. (2.5a), 

wi ~deer easing exact solution has the form 

'fC"l.) = c { i- ~ + 2~: +... } . (5. 7) 

iiormallzing (5.6) and (5.7) in the same way we get that square-root 

branch point (the terms of the order ~ = -.fg.i ) is found by DIM 
L corr·ectly, and, up to the 8 -order terms~ the lnter·polatlng solu-

tion 'f(oO,"t.) coincides with the exact solution <j>("l). 

Next, let us cons1.der DIM in ~he case: t=o, K:/=0. \''hen K=FO 

it is necessary to use Eq. (1.3) which t&}tes the form 

~ 

2 [d . \l 
U(l>, K, "1.) = t_pj

0
(Kl) - ~; ) ~~ [J0 (1<'1) no(t<~) -jo(Ks>)tJo(K'ljU.fr), (5. 8) 

J>_j. 

on substituting U~1(t.) and U~>c"l.) from Eq. (1.2) and making a cut

off at the lower limit. Iterating this equ"'tion within an accuracy 

of the 82. -order terms, the following perturbation e).pansion 

at large but finite cut-off parameter ~ is obtained: 

q>(D
1
K,1)=c.l>{ i +s.z[f-Jl + KD no(K't)/jo(l<'l.)-

_£.r<2f...t])+iP(K,"l)]+, .. }= p<o)+~(t)+,.. (5.9) 
3 

where 

~(I<, 'l) =-K ;:~:~~ [ "( -1 + t K2.r.+ ... ] - [ 21'L.t + j= Kze,. 'l. + .. .] 

Proceeding further as in the case k=O we might get the inter

polating differential equation of the third order, which could be 

solved in ter·ms of the :deyer functions/10/. In the case k=O it is 

suitable
1

however, to change somewhat the interpolating equation 

(4.8). In particular, we may expand the coefiicient of the zer·oth 
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approximation in f4 series of K.z. • Then we arrive at the following 

interpolating equation 

"' ,,, <l~ (!'' (~f>)2\fro) + (_<~ 'J~Z'fl•l +C~) rl•) + C~) g t C~J2)Z I}!)~ + .. _ = Q. 
(5.10) 

The expansion (5.9) obeys (5.10) only if 
( Cf> - c <•) - o . ct•> - c''' ""c(o' - 2 cc" 

0 - f - I 0 -- 2 j 0 - -?J 2_ 

Thus, ~(~, K,~) satisfies the second-order interpolating 

equation 

t_ 02-cp . 
'f) '()2)2 - S2 (2>~ + i K~J ~ = o, 

the solutions of which are (~'l>{z lvC~2>) and 

where 
of fl B z 2 )'12. 1 (1 If aZ z ...._ ) ).)==zll+y{IK ·=2 +3~K '···-' 

We represent now 'f(tl,l<','l) in the form (4.3): 

(5.11) 

(~~) Vz J<...,(fD),' 

~(!>,r<,t} = ZJ> { (gV) "z Iy(s'DJ u1(-r) + (8'D)·~ K,(,~) LLzCZ-lj. (5.12) t 

Expanding both terms in the right member of (5.12) in powers· of 

3 , we get 

,\ ][ to) (t) 2 (Z)J 
'f(~, K, "l) == lf) f [81> + S3(j;D3 + ~Kz_( l, 28-'i) + '( -2.'l -t-_. «. +g u, +g-U,t:_ 

-t[ .1- ~ 1) +gz(:}f>z. _ ~ Kz( ~ 29v + ¥V- t(ft>3 +jK~(&zg"D+t-2)} 

(5.13) 

The comParison of (5.13) with (5.9) leads to the following re-

lations between the terms of expansions U 1(7) 
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lCI)_tl(o)=i ti)=U(3)=0 UtltJ=-KC~K'l., 
ILl - I. I u 1- 2. I 

"<~> _ .. ,cz1 = (..!. I< _k K'l. __ f_ ) + 
"1.j - .... 2. 1- ~ 2rc.2 -

+ £ Kz(.f;, 2! + o + 1 K't cfg I<~)+ or~"t.:~). 
3 'l. 

(5.14) 

Substituting these relations into (5.12) and passing to the limit 

~~ OC> we finally get 

:f(oo,tc, 'l.) = 1.{ i- ~(i-§-JC2 'l.z.+0(k 1Z"l) + 
'1 (5.15) 

+2!:[1 +tKzz2(~2r -rr) +0(K+'L+J] + o(,2JJ_ 

(here l"" l!l(s'i))Yz. IJI (9~) ). In (5.15) all terms have been ex

panded in 1<2 • Comparing (5.15) with the asymptotically exact 

solution (3.3), we find that the difference 

u.coo,t<,<tJ- 'Ll('l.) = :l·I<Z· ~9-zl<z 

is small for sufficiently small g and K 

6. The Potential io V(t) =g 'l. -
3 

In the case of nonrenormalizable singular potentials 

the perturbati ve expansion of Eq. ( 4.1) with e ==I(= 0 looks as 

follows 

~ ( 
1 n 'B t ) J- lc) (1) 

w(CJ} 'l) = rf) i-t- 9 CJ)-% til 'l.- 'i +... - cp +If + ..... 
J I (6.1) 

Then Eq.(4.8) has the form 

(6.2) 

It is quite obvious that (2.1) satisfies (6.2) if c:'= O, 

[~''= ci" =-(~"1 • So, the terms of perturbative expansion (6.1) 

obey the equation 

't)z. dz'f rtJ "Jcp - f) f = 0 
'C)2)2. + ~'!) g. I 
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the solut.ions of :hich are T0 (2"9J5) and l<'o (2 V8£>): 
·rhe representation (4,_3) in t;his case can be 11ritten as 

(6.4) 

.2:xpanding no\7 the right-hand side oi' this representation in s;;w.ll 

3 \·:e find: 

Cf(J>, 'l) = ~J) {[1 -t-s.D i-,,J [ u!o) + 3 u.~) i-3 eng u~" + .. .] + 
(6.5) 

+ [(- r -t t, 9fl) + gJ>(1- t- i en s.D) + .. ][u:' +gu~l'+ ... ] J. 
Eq. (6,5) coincides ui"th (6.1) under the condition that 

lJ. Co)_ i U (0) _ 0 U. (f) __ 'l. -1(-€, "l T .i.) + 'l.-t_z )' U (II =J._U (•) U (r) = fi_ 'Z. -.L 
1-} Z- 1 -(- I i .::l. 2.1 ~ \ ' 

Inserting,fu.ther,these relations into (6.4) and pasEing to the 

li;:ti t .]) ~ 00 we finally get: 

(b,6) 

(here ?:. = Z:l> T0 (2VjD") ). The exact solution of the ::ichroed.inger 

equation is de~·ived from :Gq, (2.5a) \'1-th 11 = ~ = ~12.. : 

'f(-z:) =-c{ 1 +a [i ~ 9 + ~ ( t -.fen"( -l)J+ ... J. (6.7) 

Co!nparing (b.6) with (6.7) we see that t;he difference, 

'f('t)- ty(oo,"':) = o(~), 

is small for sufficiently small 8 . Thus in this case, the DI!.l 

appr·oxima·t;ion also is sufi'iciently close to the exact solution. 

7. C o n c 1 u s i o n 

In conclusion v:e .. ould like to make a remal:k on possible ap

plicati.ons of the :nethods considered above. The asymptotic perturba-

tion theory ;nay obviously be used ~or solving si.ne;ula~- 1.ethe-Dal-
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peter and ~dv,.ards e(.)uo.t_ons/11 ' 121 but, "'for the purpose of" oot<:ining 

1o,Lfh:u c)erturbation se::."les, .;_t is un::.·easonably Goml.Lcated. 'i'his 

enforces us to use tl!e siii!pler d_::..ce.r:ential-interpolation :rrct:1od. 

·.·.hlc;h cail be expected, to c;ive ::10dified perturbation-theory terus 

by use of finite numue::.· ~".;::IS of usual pertui·bation ti1eo::.y .. lth a 

cut-ofi. .. e have ~·l:lo .. n ~he :aetilOd to be vi ell-founded for the ::10cel 

cheory of ;,c]:u·oedln6er equation .i th nonr.;;nonaalizable pot;ential. 

We hope it may be useful for calculating hi_t;he::.·-or<.er co:Lections 

in nonrenor::w.lizable field theories as well. 

It Ls a pleasure for the authors to express their gr:>.titude 

to ?rof. "•;;.·ravkhelidze :!:"or his 1nterest in the .:ork and to 

?rof. "·''·.u·buzov f'or helpful discussions. 
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